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Abstra t

Link-layer fairness models that have been proposed for wireline and pa ket ellular networks annot be generalized for
shared hannel wireless networks be ause of the unique hara teristi s of the wireless hannel, su h as lo ation-dependent
ontention, inherent on i t between optimizing hannel utilization and a hieving fairness, and the absen e of any entralized ontrol.
In this paper, we propose a general analyti al framework
that aptures the unique hara teristi s of shared wireless
hannels and allows the modeling of a large lass of systemwide fairness models via the spe i ation of per- ow utility fun tions. We show that system-wide fairness an be
a hieved without expli it global oordination so long as ea h
node exe utes a ontention resolution algorithm that is designed to optimize its lo al utility fun tion.
We present a general me hanism for translating a given
fairness model in our framework into a orresponding ontention resolution algorithm. Using this translation, we derive the ba ko algorithm for a hieving proportional fairness
in wireless shared hannels, and ompare the fairness properties of this algorithm with both the ideal proportional fairness obje tive, and state-of-the-art ba ko -based ontention
resolution algorithms.
We believe that the two aspe ts of the proposed framework, i.e. the ability to spe ify arbitrary fairness models via
lo al utility fun tions, and the ability to automati ally generate lo al ontention resolution me hanisms in response to
a given utility fun tion, together provide the path for a hieving exible servi e di erentiation in future shared hannel
wireless networks.
1 Introdu tion

In re ent years, wireless ad ho networks have in reasingly
re eived riti al attention in the networking resear h ommunity. While most urrent non-military ad ho network
test-beds are experimental in nature, possible future deployment s enarios in lude deeply networked onglomerations
of embedded devi es, emergen y res ue operations, \zero
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onf" meeting setups, and rapidly re on gurable metropolitan wireless networks. Migrating from experimental environments to ommer ial environments, ad ho network designers will need to address riti al new hallenges, su h as
\servi e di erentiation" among ontending users for the dynami and s ar e hannel resour es. In a pay-for-use model,
the network must provide minimum performan e requirements for paying users, at least in relative terms. Sin e linklayer fairness me hanisms serve as the basis for a hieving
network-layer quality of servi e (e.g. Weighted Fair Queueing [1℄ for the IntServ Guaranteed QoS servi e model), wireless MAC proto ols in ommer ial ad ho networks must
support some notion of \weighted fairness", wherein ows
with larger weights re eive orrespondingly better servi e in
a ordan e with a system-wide fairness model.
To this end, the goal of this work is to formally investi-

gate the fairness properties that an be a hieved by the lass
of multiple a ess wireless MAC proto ols in shared hannel
wireless networks in general, and ad ho networks in parti ular. We de ne a \shared wireless hannel" as a ommuni-

ation regime wherein all nodes ommuni ate over the same
logi al hannel using de entralized ontrol, and there is no
on ept of a base station in the MAC layer. Shared wireless
hannels thus underlie both ad ho networks and pa ket ellular networks, and most wireless multiple a ess proto ols
[2, 3℄, in luding the basi IEEE 802.11 MAC standard [4℄,
are designed with these hannel assumptions.
Naturally, the rst question to ask is: \Is there something fundamental about the nature of shared wireless hannels that prevents us from reusing the wealth of link-layer
fairness te hniques that have been developed for wireline
and pa ket ellular environments?" It turns out that shared
hannel wireless networks have three unique hara teristi s
that make it very diÆ ult to a hieve, or even onsistently
de ne, the notion of fairness:
1. Spatial (lo ation-dependent) ontention for the wireless hannel: Consider a simple hannel model where a
transmitter has a xed transmission range, and multiple transmissions in the neighborhood of a re eiver will
ause a ollision at the re eiver. Following typi al ollision avoidan e proto ols [2, 3, 4℄, a su essful transmission pre ludes any station in the neighborhood of
either the transmitter or the re eiver from engaging in
another simultaneous pa ket transmission/re eption.
In other words, transmission of a pa ket involves ontention over the joint neighborhoods of the sender and
the re eiver, and the level of ontention for the shared

wireless hannel in a geographi al region is spatially
dependent on the number of ontending nodes in the
region. This is fundamentally di erent from wireline
and ellular hannel models, wherein all ows per eive
the same ontention.
2. Trade-o between hannel utilization and fairness: In
a shared hannel wireless network, spatial reuse of the
hannel bandwidth may be obtained by simultaneously
s heduling transmissions whose regions of ontention
are not in on i t. While spatial reuse is very useful
for in reasing the utilization of the wireless hannel, it
introdu es a fundamental on i t between optimizing
aggregate allo ated bandwidth and a hieving fairness,
be ause allo ating the hannel to a ow with a large
ontention orrespondingly redu es the hannel reuse.
In ontrast, wireline and ellular networks do not fa e
this problem be ause all ows per eive the same ontention.
3. Ina urate state and de entralized ontrol: Even if we
de ne the notion of fairness by addressing the two issues above, designing me hanisms for a hieving su h
fairness is a major hallenge sin e there is no entralized ontrol and no station is guaranteed to have a urate knowledge of the ontention even in its own neighborhood. Further, ontention is really \per- ow" (i.e.
a sender-re eiver pair) rather than per-node (see point
1 above), whi h makes its estimation harder at the
transmitter before it de ides to ontend for the hannel. Finally, ontention resolution must be a hieved
without assuming any expli it oordination or handshakes among the ontenders in order to preserve the
robustness of multiple a ess proto ols.
To summarize, wireline and ellular fairness models are inappropriate for our target environment be ause the rst two
hannel hara teristi s are fundamentally unique to shared
wireless hannels, and the third hara teristi , though also
present in part in ellular networks, is mu h more pronoun ed
in our ommuni ation model.
In the past de ade, there has been a wealth of wireless
MAC resear h fo using on the design and evaluation of multiple a ess wireless MAC proto ols. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no stru tured studies devoted to
the formal investigation of fairness models in shared wireless hannels, evaluation of ompeting fairness models, or
formal fairness hara terizations of existing ontention resolution me hanisms in wireless MAC proto ols. To address
these limitations in the state-of-the-art, this paper proposes
what we believe to be the rst stru tured study of fairness
models in shared hannel multiple a ess wireless networks.
Our rst ontribution is a general analyti al framework
that aptures the unique hara teristi s of shared wireless
hannels identi ed above, and allows us to reason about
a large lass of fairness models. Our starting point is the
re ognition that link-layer fairness in a shared wireless hannel has some ommonalities with network-layer fairness in
multi-hop wireline networks in the sense that di erent \ ows"
experien e di erent \ ontention" . The genesis of our frame1
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A link layer ow is between a pair of neighboring nodes, and has

work lies in the fairness framework for network ows proposed by Gibbens and Kelly [5℄, whi h we enhan e to address
the onstraints of link-layer ontention resolution in wireless
hannels. Using this framework, we show that the de nition
of fairness is equivalent to spe ifying a \utility fun tion" for
the hannel allo ation for ea h ow, and that di erent fairness models an be a hieved by enfor ing orrespondingly
di erent utility fun tions lo ally at ea h ontending station
without expli it global oordination.
Our se ond ontribution is a general me hanism for translating a given fairness model into a orresponding ba ko based ollision resolution algorithm that probabilisti ally
a hieves the fairness obje tive. This is a powerful result

be ause it shows that on e we model fairness in our framework, the ba ko algorithm for a hieving this fairness model
is automati ally derived from the framework! Using this
translation, we derive the ba ko algorithm for a hieving
proportional fairness [5℄ in wireless shared hannels, as a
representative example. We ompare the fairness properties of this ba ko algorithm to the ideal proportional fairness obje tive, and fairness properties of IEEE 802.11 MAC,
MACAW, and a more re ent work alled Conne tion-based
Balan ed MAC (CB-Fair) [6℄.
We believe that the two aspe ts of the proposed framework { (a) the ability to spe ify arbitrary fairness models (by
spe ifying the orresponding utility fun tion), and (b) the
ability to automati ally generate lo al ollision resolution
me hanisms in response to a given utility fun tion { jointly
provide the path for a hieving exible servi e di erentiation
in future shared hannel wireless networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2
des ribes representative fairness me hanisms from related
literature, and Se tion 3 shows in onsisten ies in the fairness of IEEE 802.11. Se tion 4 presents a general analytial framework for spe ifying fairness in shared hannel networks. Se tion 5 presents the translation pro edure from the
fairness model to the spe i ba ko -based ontention resolution algorithm, using proportional fairness as an example.
Se tion 6 evaluates the ba ko algorithm with referen e to
the ideal obje tive as well as related work. Se tion 7 summarizes the paper.
2 Contention Resolution in Wireless Multiple A ess Proto ols

In this paper, our investigations fo us on the lass of shared
hannel multiple a ess ollision avoidan e proto ols in the
CSMA/CA family. While we will investigate the fairness
properties of multiple a ess proto ols for general shared
hannel on gurations, this work is more appli able to ad
ho networks than ellular networks, wherein other te hniques for ensuring fairness, su h as entralized s heduling
at the base station, may be overlaid on top of the multiple
a ess MAC proto ol [7℄. Fairness in multi-hop wireless networks has also been addressed in a re ent related work [8℄.
This work fo uses on maximizing aggregate hannel reuse
subje t to a minimum fairness guarantee, whi h is very different from the issues we seek to address in this paper.

a lo ation-dependent ontention for hannel allo ation. A network
layer ow is between a pair of end hosts, and has a path-dependent
\ ontention" for network bandwidth.

Wireless multiple a ess proto ols typi ally have two omponents that work in on ert: (a) ollision avoidan e and (b)
ontention resolution. A majority of the wireless multiple
a ess resear h in the past de ade has fo used on a hieving
perfe t ollision avoidan e [2, 3, 9℄, and we will not address
this omponent further in this paper. For the rest of the
work, we will assume some form of eÆ ient ollision avoidan e that almost ompletely eliminates non- ontention indu ed ollisions [3, 9℄.
The se ond omponent, ontention resolution, is the fous of this work. In multiple a ess proto ols, ontention
resolution has typi ally been a hieved through two me hanisms: (a) ba ko and (b) persisten e. In the ba ko me hanism, ea h ontending station maintains a \ba ko ounter"
and defers for a random amount of time bounded by the
ba ko ounter prior to a transmission. In the persisten e
me hanism, ea h ontending station maintains a \persisten e probability" and ontends for the hannel with this
probability when it per eives a lear hannel. In both ases,
multiple simultaneous transmissions in a shared region ause
ollisions, and the goal is to adjust the ba ko ounter/
persisten e parameters appropriately so that ollisions are
redu ed, and ideally, eliminated. Thus, both the ba ko
ounter and the persisten e probability are fun tions of the
estimated ontention, and di erent ontention resolution algorithms di er in terms of how they adjust these parameters in response to ollisions and su essful transmissions.
In fa t, the key to a hieving the desired fairness properties
is to map the fairness obje tive to a orresponding persisten e/ba ko adjustment algorithm. Deriving this mapping
is a hallenging exer ise, whi h we will address in Se tion 5.
Let us now brie y onsider three representative ontention
resolution me hanisms. Most of the multiple a ess protools in related literature employ me hanisms that are variants of one or more of these three me hanisms.
Binary Exponential Ba ko (BEB): Following the ontention
resolution s heme of Ethernet [10℄, early CSMA/CA
proto ols used a me hanism wherein the ba ko ounter
of a station is doubled upon every ontention loss, and
reset to 1 upon a su essful ompletion of the pa ket
handshake. Unfortunately, it has been shown that
BEB is highly short-term unfair under high o ered
loads [10℄. The IEEE 802.11 MAC proto ol adopts
a variant of BEB by starting from a \base ba ko
ounter" value for ea h new pa ket, and then using
binary exponential ba ko for subsequent retransmissions of the pa ket subje t to a maximum upper bound
(31 and 1023 respe tively for DS PHY) [4℄. While this
alleviates the short-term unfairness of BEB to some
extent, it indu es more ollisions and unpredi table
fairness properties in the presen e of heavy ontention
(Se tion 3 investigates these issues further).
Multipli ative In rease/Linear De rease (MILD) with Ba ko Copy: MACAW uses a more sophisti ated on-

tention resolution algorithm, wherein it tries to \assign" ontention losses to ea h station and then omputes a ba ko \per- ow" rather than per-node. The
ba ko adjustment algorithm at a station maintains a
ba ko ounter per- ow, doubles the ba ko ounter
for the ow on ea h loss assigned to the station, and

redu es the ba ko ounter by 1 for ea h su essful
transmission. MACAW also has a \ba ko opy" me hanism wherein transmitters advertise their ba ko ounters in their pa kets, and idle stations snoop this ba ko to keep tra k of the urrent ontention estimates in
their region [2℄. The stated goal of MACAW is to
set the ba ko ounter of a ow proportional to the
ontention experien ed by the ow [2℄. Unfortunately,
this ends up being highly unfair to ows experien ing
relatively high ontention in asymmetri network ongurations be ause su h ows experien e ontend less
aggressively while also experien ing ontention from a
larger number of ows (examples 2 and 3 in Se tion 6
illustrate this phenomenon).
Combining Persisten e and Ba ko : In Conne tion-based
Balan ed Medium A ess (CB-Fair) [6℄, the authors
design a ontention resolution algorithm that ombines
persisten e and ba ko . A transmitter ontends with
a persisten e probability that is proportional to the
ratio of the degree of the re eiver to the maximum
degree in the transmitter's neighborhood (more generally, the persisten e probability is a fun tion of the
transmitter's se ond neighborhood as well as the reeiver's neighborhood). The ba ko adjustment algorithm doubles the ba ko ounter on ea h loss and
halves the ba ko ounter on ea h su essful transmission. CB-Fair also uses ba ko opying similar to
MACAW. It turns out that the multipli ative nature
of both the in rease and de rease of ba ko auses
short-term unfairness similar to BEB. Further, the persisten e algorithm tries to in rease the persisten e of
highly ontending ows, whi h leads to arti ially higher
ba ko s and highly in onsistent short-term behavior
over di erent time windows (examples 2 and 3 in Se tion 6 illustrate this phenomenon).
We have only presented brief high level des riptions of these
three algorithms (though we have simulated the algorithms
in detail for the purposes of omparison in Se tion 6) beause what we really want to show is that, regardless of the
details, these me hanisms are based on somewhat ad ho
reasonings about fairness rather than a stru tured realization of a formally de ned fairness model. In the next se tion, we explore the fairness properties of the IEEE 802.11
MAC proto ol standard in more detail, using it as a representative study. We show that be ause it does not have
a learly de ned fairness model, the proto ol has in onsistent fairness behavior over di erent time windows and is, in
fa t, both short-term and long-term unfair. Both MACAW
and CB-Fair also exhibit similar hara teristi s (see Se tion
6 for examples). This motivates our approa h, whi h starts
with an arbitrary fairness model and ends with a ontention
resolution algorithm design that a hieves the fairness model
probabilisti ally.
3 Fairness Chara teristi s of the IEEE 802.11 MAC Proto ol

We now illustrate the fairness properties of IEEE 802.11
through three tests in the ns-2 simulator [11℄. The simulation s enarios onsist of both simple hand- on gured topolo-
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gies and more omplex randomly generated topologies. The
arrier sense/data re eption threshold ratio is set appropriately to eliminate all hidden/exposed sender/re eiver problems [9℄, and no random hannel loss is indu ed { thus all
losses are due to ontention. Ea h ow has enough pa kets
to individually saturate the hannel for the duration of the
simulation to simulate the highly loaded ase. The wireless
hannel bandwidth is 2 Mbps (approximately 180 pa kets
per se ond for 1 KB pa kets). The duration of ea h simulation is 10 se onds. We will show the hannel allo ation
over small 1-2 se ond time windows as well as over the entire simulation in order to observe both the short-term and
long-term fairness hara teristi s.
We perform three tests. In the rst test, we observe
the in onsisten y of short-term fairness in IEEE 802.11 in a
simple s enario where ontention in a neighborhood is asymmetri , i.e. nodes experien e lo ation-dependent ontention.
In the se ond test, we observe the unfairness in per-node
versus per- ow fairness in IEEE 802.11 in a simple s enario
where one node is ommuni ating with many other nodes.
In the third test, we illustrate both the short-term and longterm unfairness in IEEE 802.11 in a more omplex randomly
generated topology. The on lusion of this study is that the
802.11 MAC proto ol is unable to a hieve any onsistent
notion of fairness, and an be shown to be both short-term
and long-term unfair.
3.1 Asymmetri Contention Neighborhoods

Consider the topology shown in Figure 1. The re eiver
threshold range is denoted by a solid ir le, and the dotted ir le denotes the arrier-sensing range. All ows in 1 {
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6 ontend with ea h other and with ow 11. Flows 9 and
10 ontend with ows 9 - 11. Flow 11 ontends with all
the ows in the topology. The ontention resolution algorithm is the modi ed binary exponential ba ko des ribed
in Se tion 2. Figure 4 shows the hannel allo ation for the
time window[2,4.5℄ for a few ows. The key point to note is
the variation in the hannel allo ation for ow 11. Spe i ally, the throughput ratio R : R = 6:5 in [2,3.5℄, and
R
: R = 2:5 in [3.5,4.5℄. In more omplex simulation
s enarios, asymmetri ontention an ause larger variations
in short-term and long-term fairness, as see from the third
example as well as the examples in Se tion 6.
1 6
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3.2 Per- ow versus Per-node fairness

While proto ols su h as MACAW and CB-Fair use per- ow
queues with per- ow ba ko s (thereby e e tively treating a
node with multiple ows as multiple o-lo ated nodes with
one ow ea h), IEEE 802.11 uses a per-node queue with a
per-node ba ko . This has two e e ts: (a) in s enarios with
asymmetri ontention, a head-of-line pa ket to a re eiver in
a high ontention neighborhood an blo k other ow transmissions to lightly loaded neighbors, thereby distorting the
fairness hara teristi s of the network as a whole, and (b) a
node with many ows penalizes its ows unfairly. Figure 2
shows a simple s enario wherein all ows ontend with ea h
other, and Figure 5 shows the hannel allo ation for this s enario. It is important to note that we are not arguing about
whether this spe i fairness model is desirable or not. It
may well be that the system fairness poli y mandates pernode rather than per- ow fairness. The issue here is that
IEEE 802.11 annot a hieve weighted fairness in a reason-

able way, even if we try to weight the ba ko in rease. In
other words, the proto ol is impli itly able to provide only
per-node fairness, and that too falls apart in the presen e
of asymmetri ontention neighborhoods. This behavior is
illustrated in the next example.
3.3 Randomly Generated Topology

Figure 3 shows a randomly generated topology onsisting of
10 nodes spread over a 400m by 400m grid in a way that
the network is not a lique but only one ow an transmit
at a time. There are 25 ows for whi h the sour e and reeiver are within the re eiving threshold range, and all ows
start between 0 to 4 se onds and run for 50 se onds. Figure 6 shows the hannel allo ation for a few sele ted ows
in this simulation. This example illustrates both short-term
and long-term unfairness, both per-node fairness and perow fairness. Spe i ally, simply looking at the throughput evolution of ows 4 and 11 in two time intervals [20,25℄
and [30,35℄ illustrates the di erent fairness hara teristi s
observed in di erent time intervals. Per- ow unfairness in
both the short-term and the long-term is obvious from the
gure. The allo ation also happens to be per-node unfair,
be ause node A re eives signi antly higher hannel alloation than node B, even though every node has the same
ontention region.
This example illustrates that even for a relatively simple
s enario of a few nodes dispersed in a geographi al region
with relatively small asymmetry in ontention, the fairness
of the IEEE 802.11 MAC proto ol starts to fall apart. We
show in Se tion 6, and des ribe in detail in [12℄ , that both
MACAW and CB-Fair su er from the same problems. The
fundamental issue here is not whether any of these proto ols
a hieves a ertain de nition of fairness in a given on guration over a given time window. The real problem is that
none of the wireless multiple a ess proto ols that we have
ome a ross in re ent literature have a well de ned formal
de nition of the fairness model that they seek to a hieve.
Thus, it is diÆ ult to quantify their fairness properties for
arbitrary topologies. In the next se tion, we seek to move
the design of fairness me hanisms from ar ane art to well
de ned s ien e.
4 A General Analyti al Framework for MAC Fairness

In wireline and ellular environments, all ows experien e
the same ontention. Spe ifying a fairness model is thus
fairly straight-forward, e.g. the fairness model of WFQ [1℄
states that over any arbitrarily small time window, ea h
ba klogged ow re eives hannel allo ation in proportion to
its weight. Unfortunately, simply using ow weights to determine the hannel allo ation in shared wireless hannels
does not adequately apture the unique hara teristi s of the
shared hannel. Re all from Se tion 1 that be ause of spatial lo ation-dependent ontention, di erent ows have different resour e utilization for transmitting the same amount
of data. Spe i ally, ows that experien e more ontention
will \shut up" more ontending ows while they are transmitting. Consequently, a general framework for modeling
fairness for shared wireless hannels must provide the ability to apture the lo ation-dependent nature of ontention.

Within this framework, ea h fairness model an then tradeo aggregate hannel utilization and fairness a ording to
its own optimization riteria.
We now present the general analyti al framework for
modeling MAC layer fairness in shared wireless hannels.
Modeling fairness in this framework is a 4-step pro ess.
1. Step 1: From the network topology, we generate an
undire ted graph that aptures the neighborhood property of nodes (i.e. nodes that are within range of ea h
other are neighbors).
2. Step 2: From the graph and the set of a tive ows
(wherein an a tive ow is a transmitter-re eiver pair
that has pa kets to send), we generate a ow ontention graph that aptures the ontention among ows
(i.e. ea h ow is a node in this graph and two ows
that ontend for the same hannel region are neighbors).
3. Step 3: From the ow ontention graph, we generate a
resour e onstraint graph that represents ea h \distin t
ontention region" as a resour e server and ea h ow
as a lient. While the pre ise generation of the graph
will be ome lear later, it is suÆ ient to know at this
point that at most one ow an transmit at any time
in a distin t ontention region, and that a ow an
transmit only if it is the sole transmitter in all the
distin t ontention regions to whi h it belongs.
4. Step 4: Given a resour e onstraint graph, we will
show that a hieving fairness in the system is equivalent to solving a utility maximization problem subje t
to the transmission onstraints des ribed above in the
resour e onstraint graph. The fairness model of the
system is determined by the utility fun tion that must
be maximized.
The high level overview of our approa h is that Step 3 aptures the lo ation-dependent ontention onstraints of the
shared wireless hannel, and Step 4 optimizes the fairness
model-spe i utility fun tion subje t to these onstraints.
It will turn out that the formulation of the optimization
problem will naturally lead to the ideal fairness obje tive,
as well as translate automati ally to a ba ko -based ontention resolution algorithm. With this overview, we will
now des ribe the steps leading from modeling of fairness to
the design of the ba ko algorithm.
4.1 Steps 1, 2, and 3
A

B

C

D

G = (V, E )

E

F

Figure 7: Network graph G: No two neighbors an simultaneously transmit
In Step 1, the network is represented as an undire ted
graph G = (V; E ). V is the set of nodes in the network.
e = (u; v ) is an edge in E i nodes u and v are within range

of ea h other . Figure 7 shows an example, wherein nodes
F are hosts, and the range of ea h ow is denoted by
the dotted ellipses around the host.
2
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G’ = (V’, E’ )

Figure 8: Flow- ontention graph G0 : In every
lique, only one node an transmit
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V2
K (123)

L (234)

M (345)

G’’ = (V1 , V2 , E’’ )

Figure 9: Resour e ontention graph G00 : Ea h
maximal lique is a server and ea h ow is a lient.
In Step 2, we onsider all the \a tive ows" in the network, i.e. transmitter-re eiver pairs that have pa kets to
send. Let us assume in Figure 7 that all links are a tive
ows. Note that when BC is a tive, AB , CD, and DE are
onstrained not to transmit or re eive simultaneously, beause at least one of the two end-points for ea h of these
ows is a neighbor of either B or C . Thus any two a tive
ows that are within a distan e 2 in G ontend with ea h
other .
We generate the ow- ontention graph G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ).
V 0  E , i.e. ea h node in G0 is a link with pa kets to
transmit in G. e0 = 0(u0 ; v0 ) is an edge in E 0 i dG (u0 ; v0 ) 
1 + Æ, where dG (e;0 e ) is the shortest distan e between the
two links e and e in graph G. Figure 8 represents the ow
ontention graph for the graph in Figure 7.
Let us now onsider the maximal liques in G0 . A maximal lique C in G0 is a maximal omplete subgraph of G0
(e.g. in Figure 8, nodes AB; BC and CD form a maximal
lique). A maximal lique in the ow- ontention graph represents a \distin t ontention region" be ause at most one
node in the lique an transmit at any time, and adding
any other node to the maximal lique will enable two nonolliding simultaneous transmissions among the nodes under
onsideration.
In Step 3, we generate
the resour e ontention graph G000 .
00
00
G = (V 1; V 2; E ) is a bi-partite graph su h that V 1 = V ,
3

2
As in ollision avoidan e based CSMA/CA proto ols, we assume
that links are bidire tional
3
More generally, if the arrier sense threshold/pa ket re eption
threshold = Æ, then any two ows that are within a distan e of 1 + Æ
potentially ontend with ea h other.

and
ea h node in V 2 represents a maximal lique in G0 .
e00 = (u00 ; v 00 ) is an edge in E 00 i u00 2 V 1, v 00 2 V 2, and
u00 belongs to the maximal lique in G0 represented by v 00 .
Figure 9 represents the resour e ontention graph for the
ow- ontention graph shown in0 Figure 8.
Ea h maximal lique in G represents a \ hannel resour e" with the nodes in the lique ontending for ex lusive a ess to the resour e. Let us onsider a simple slotted
model of hannel allo ation. We represent ea h node in V 2
as a server whi h grants a token in ea h slot to at most one
of the edges that is in ident on it. Then, the allo ation of
a token in a lique represents the su essful transmission by
a node within the lique, and a node in V 1 (i.e. a ow in
G) a esses a hannel slot su essfully if and only if it simultaneously obtains a token from all the edges in ident on
it.
Let us now onsider a time window [0; T ℄. Let Ii;j (t)
be an indi ator fun tion su h that Ii;j (t) = 1 if the node
j 2 V 2 allo ates its token in slot t to node i 2 V 1, and
Ii;j (t) = 0 otherwise. Let xi (t) be the hannel allo ation for
ow i in time [0; t℄. Then the hannel allo ation problem an
be represented as a set of the following linear onstraints.
X Ii;j (t)  1; 8t
8j;
i

8t; 8i; xi (t) = xi(t 1) + 1; if Ii;j (t) = 1; 8(i; j ) 2 E 00

= xi(t 1); otherwise:
Note that this set of onstraints aptures the lo ation- dependent ontention hara teristi s of shared wireless hannels.
4.2 Step 4: Modeling Fairness

In the rest of this se tion, we will only deal with unweighted
fairness for simpli ity of explanation. We will see at the end
of the se tion that we an easily extend our dis ussions to
a hieve weighted fairness.
Consider a utility fun tion U (r) for a hannel allo ation rate r that is ontinuous, di erentiable, in reasing, and
stri tly on ave over the range r  0. If U (r) is on ave,
then ows with a lower hannel allo ation rates will have
a higher marginal utility than ows with higher hannel allo ationPrates. If the ow ontention graph is a omplete
graph, i U (ri ) is maximized when 8i; j; ri = rj , i.e. aggregate utility
is maximized when the hannel allo ation rate
for every ow is the same. For this simple ase, it is easy to
see that a maximizing the sum of on ave utility fun tions
a hieves fairness.
It has been formally shown in [13℄, that there is a general
equivalen e between maximizing on ave utility fun tions
and a hieving some system-wide notion of fairness. Spe i ally, ea h on ave utility fun tion a hieves a orresponding
fairness model. Thus, any fairness obje tive in shared wireless hannels an be modeled by the following system of
equations:
X U (ri); where ri = xi(t)=t;
Maximize
i

subje t to
8j;

X Ii;j (t)
i

 1; 8t

8t; 8i; xi (t) = xi (t 1) + 1; if Ii;j (t) = 1; 8(i; j ) 2 E 00

= xi (t 1); otherwise:
The onstraints in the above system are always satis ed
for a entral hannel allo ation s heme. However, our goal
is to a hieve fully de entralized hannel allo ation. In this
ase, ea h ow ontrols its own rate allo ation, whi h it adjusts in response to su ess or failure feedba k. Now onsider
that ow i has a lo ally adjusted hannel allo ation rate of
ri . In every distin P
t ontention region j 2 V 2, the \loss
r
) . In other words, if
probability" Pj  ( P
r
the sum of the hannel allo ation rates in a maximal lique
ex eeds 1 slot, then some of the ontenders will experien e
ontention loss. Further, the ontention loss probability that
is experien ed by any ow i is pi = 1 fjj i;j 2E g(1 Pj ).
In other words, the probability of a ow su essfully a essing a hannel slot is the produ t of its su ess probabilities
over all the distin t ontention regions to whi h it belongs.
If the loss probability in ea h distin t ontention region is
small,Pi.e. Pj ! 0, then the ow loss probability be omes
pi = fj j i;j 2E g Pj . Note that we do not need to expli itly ompute the loss probability in ea h distin t ontention
region. Ea h ow simply monitors its own loss probability that is a fun tion of the sum of the loss probabilities
over all the ontention regions that it belongs to, and the
ow's hannel allo ation rate as a fun tion of its own su ess/failure feedba k, as we will see later.
For a ow with a hannel allo ation rate ri , utility fun tion U (ri ), and per eived ontention loss probability pi , we
represent its obje tive fun tion as
maximize J (ri ) = U (ri ) pi ri
(1)
where and are system parameters that respe tively represent the \utility onstant" and the \penalty onstant" and
an be tuned to a hieve the desired trade-o between maximizing utility and minimizing loss rate. It has been shown
in [14℄ that for a system of equations of this form, the aggregate utility Pi2V J (ri ) is maximized when ea h individual
ow i maximizes its own obje tive fun tion J (ri ). Further,
as the
penalty onstant be omes large, the optimal value
of Pi2V J (ri ) onverges to Pi2V U (ri ), i.e. the fully
de entralized solution also onverges to a hannel allo ation s heme that maximizes the aggregate utility over all
the ows.
Having shown that the distributed s heme onverges to
the optimal aggregate utility, what remains is to derive the
general framework for the adaptation of the hannel allo ation rate in ea h ow. Note that the ow obje tive fun tion
Ji (ri ) is maximized when
dJ (ri ) = 0 () U 0 (r ) p = 0
i
i
fij(i;j )2E 00 g

fij(i;j )2E 00 g

1

i

+

i

(

(

)

)

00

00

1

1

1

dri

()

pi
U 0 (ri )

=0

(2)

where the optimal hannel allo ation rate is denoted by ri.
Sin e U (x) is on ave and the penalty fun tion is linear,
J (ri ) is a unimodal fun tion. This suggests that the following s heme an be used for os illating the hannel allo ation
rate about the optimal point:
pi
U 0 (ri )

r_i =

(3)

where r_i is the rate of hange of hannel allo ation rate. It
is easy to see that this s heme has an equilibrium point that
is equal to the optimal value ri that satis es dJdrr = 0. It
an be proved that the unique maximizing point is also a
stable point of the system as follows. Note that
dJ (ri ) = X dJ (ri ) dri
(

i)

i

dt

=

dri

X U 0(ri)(

i2V1

i2V1

 0

dt

pi )2
U 0 (ri )

(4)
sin e the derivative of the stri tly on ave, in reasing fun tion U (ri ) is always positive. Thus, J (ri ) is also a Lyapunov
fun tion for the hannel allo ation s heme given in Equation (3). Therefore the unique maximizing value of J (ri )
to whi h the ow onverges is a stable point of the system.
This results in the following proposition:
Let all the ows in the system have the utility fun tion U (ri ). Then, if the hannel allo ation rate ri
for ea h ow hanges a ording to the following algorithm

Proposition 1

r_i =

pi
U 0 (ri )

(5)

the network utility and the ow utility fun tions onverge to
their optimal value, and the system onverges to the optimal
point. Further, for weighted fairness, we an repla e by
wi : whi h results in an optimal rate allo ation that is a
fun tion of both the weight and the utility fun tion.

The hoi e of the utility fun tion for ows determines the
fairness model for the system. The
general form of ow utility fun tions is U (ri ) = 1=ri for  > 0. Among these,
three fairness models have been of parti ular interest to
the resear h ommunity. When  = 1, the utility fun tion Ui (ri ) = 1=ri hara terizes the minimum potential
delay fairness model [15℄. For the spe ial ase when  = 0,
the utility fun tion is given by Ui (ri ) = log ri and this is
asso iated with proportional fairness [5℄. The third is the
max-min fairness model, and it has a very di erent utility
fun tion. For a normalized allo ation xi , it is hara terized
by [15℄ Ui (xi ) = ( log xi) 0 < xi < 1; ! 1.
It should be lear at this point that from Proposition
1, we an derive the ontention resolution algorithm as a
fun tion of the utility fun tion. In the next se tion, we will
present the realization of a simple, robust, and lo al ontention resolution algorithm that a hieves proportional fairness, as a representative example of the use of our fairness
framework for translating an arbitrary fairness model to a
orresponding ontention resolution me hanism.

5 Proportionally Fair Contention Resolution

The general analyti al framework for fairness presents a very
powerful result { for any arbitrary fairness model that is
represented by a on ave di erentiable utility fun tion, we
derive the orresponding hannel allo ation rate adaptation
algorithm from Proposition 1. In this se tion, our goal is to
start from this point and end up with a fully de entralized,
purely lo al ontention resolution algorithm that requires
no expli it oordination among ows. Spe i ally, we seek
to derive the ontention resolution algorithm for a hieving
proportional fairness, as an example.
5.1 Proportional Fairness and Rate Control

P

A ve tor of hannel allo ation r = (ri ; i 2 V1 ) is proportionally fair if it is feasible (i.e. r  0 and i2j ri < 1 +  for
every j 2 V 2) ) and if for any other feasible ve tor r0 , the
aggregate of the proportional hanges is not positive [5℄:

X ri0

i2V 1

ri

ri

 0:

Spe i ally, for the proportionally fair rate allo ation ve tor
r,
X dri = 0
ri
i2V1

whi h translates to the maximization of the utility fun tion
U (r) = log (r). Thus proportional fairness is represented by
the utility fun tion log (r).
Now, substituting for U 0 (ri) = log0 (ri ) = 1=ri in Proposition 1 from the previous se tion, the hannel allo ation
rate adaptation algorithm is given by
r_i =
pi ri :
(6)
Combining the results in the previous se tion and this se tion, we have now shown how to start with a fairness model
(e.g. proportional fairness), onvert it to a orresponding
utility fun tion, then use the framework to generate a hannel allo ation rate adaptation fun tion. What remains is
to use this rate adaptation algorithm to derive a ontention
resolution me hanism.
5.2 PFCR: A lo al me hanism for Proportional Fair Contention Resolution

Re all that our goal is to design ontention resolution me hanisms within the ommonly followed guidelines of multiple
a ess proto ols. We thus have two instruments available
to us: (a) persisten e, and (b) ba ko . Using these two
instruments, we need to a hieve a hannel allo ation rate
adaptation algorithm of r_i =
pi ri .
There are two important observations that we make about
this adaptation equation. First, the ontention loss probability for ea h distin t ontention region is very small beause ows will adapt their hannel allo ation rate when
they observe loss { the penalty onstant an be tuned to
make the throttling-upon-loss aggressive. Se ond, onsidering a single lique in isolation, every ontending ow must
observe the same loss probability for the derivation in the

previous se tion to hold. Based on these observations, we
obtain two results:
 The rst observation implies that the sum of the hannel allo ation rates in any maximal lique will be lose
to 1. In other words, we an approximate the hannel
allo ation rate by a persisten e probability, using whi h
ea h ow de ides whether or not to ontend for a slot.
 The se ond observation implies that all ows must
have the same ba ko bound for fair ontention loss
distribution in a lique.
In on ert, these two results naturally de ne a ontention
resolution algorithm wherein a ow ontends for a hannel
with a persisten e probability that adapts a ording to the
equation in proposition 1, and a ontending ow defers for
a random time bounded by a system-wide ba ko ounter
before ommen ing transmission. Of ourse, this ontention
resolution algorithm o-exists with standard ollision avoidan e algorithms whi h pre lude ontention if the arrier is
busy or if some other ow in the ontention region has already a quired the hannel.
An interesting feature of this algorithm is that it moves
the burden of ontention adaptation away from the ba ko me hanism and into the persisten e me hanism. This
feature enables weighted versions of the ontention resolution me hanisms to better approximate the ideal model, beause weighted persisten e is easier to a hieve than weighted
ba ko [12℄. Of ourse, the fa t that persisten e is highly
adaptive to loss implies that in any ontention region, there
are very few ows (expe ted value of 1) ontending for the
hannel at any time, and hen e a xed ba ko algorithm is
both eÆ ient and robust.
5.2.1 Proto ol Details

There are three states in whi h a ow an exist:
(a) NO CONTEND, (b) CONTEND and ( ) ACQUIRE. At
the beginning of ea h slot, all ows are in the NO CONTEND
state. There are two steps involved a quiring a hannel for
a parti ular slot: (a) a ow de ides to ontend for a slot
(NO CONTEND ! CONTEND), and (b) if it de ides to
ontend, it tries to a quire the hannel (CONTEND ! ACQUIRE). The pseudo- ode for the PFCR algorithm is illustrated in Figure 10.
Ea h ow has a transmission probability xi . When a
ow has a pa ket to transmit and does not sense a arrier,
it moves from the NO CONTEND to the CONTEND state
with a probability of xi (Lines 2 - 4). Ea h ontending
host hooses a wait time of Bi , where Bi is uniformly distributed in the interval [0; B ℄. B is a system-wide ba ko
ounter. After the waiting time, the ow senses the arrier. If the hannel is free, then the ow tries to a quire the
hannel (Lines 6 - 8). If either the hannel is busy or there
is ollision, the ow de lares the slot as lost (Lines 9, 10,
12), and redu es its transmission probability by xi (Lines
10, 13). Note that the notion of ontention loss subsumes
ollisions in that a ontending ow also de lares a loss if it
did not win the ontention round (e.g. if it per eives a busy
arrier at the end of the waiting period). This is onsistent
with the derivation in the analyti al framework in Se tion 4.
If the ow su essfully a quires the hannel, it moves from

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ontend and a quire slot()
for ea h

slot

State NO CONTEND;
if uniform( 0, 1 )  xi
State CONTEND;
Bi = uniform( 0, B );
wait ( Bi );
if arrier sense( ) == FREE
a quire hannel( );
if a quire status( ) == COLLISION
xi xi ( 1
);
else State
ACQUIRE;
else

xi

xi
xi

xi ( 1

+ ;

);

6 Performan e of the PFCR algorithm

rand(0, 1) > x i

x i += α

NO_CONTEND
rand(0, 1) <=x i

Bi = rand( 0, B )
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= for
x i wait
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Free channel and no collision

x i += α

CONTEND
(wait Bi )

Figure 10: Pseudo- ode and State Transition Diagram for
the PFCR Algorithm
the CONTEND state to the ACQUIRE state (Line 11). At
the end of the transmission slot, all ows that have pa kets
to send in rease their transmission probability by (Line
14). Sin e a ow experien es a ontention loss with probability pi , the expe ted hange in the hannel allo ation rate
is
pi xi . This exa tly re e ts the adaptation algorithm
in Proposition 1 of Se tion 4.
The algorithm des ribed above is exe uted independently
for ea h ow and thus is fully de entralized. Flows do not
need to have any knowledge of the topology of the network,
and adaptation to the dynami s of the ows, hannel onditions and topology o urs impli itly (via in reased or dereased ontention loss feedba k). Most importantly, the
ontention resolution algorithm is derived naturally from the
framework, and is very general. For any given on ave and
di erentiable utility fun tion, the ontention resolution algorithm that a hieves the orresponding fairness property is
automati ally generated.
5.2.2 Pra ti al Considerations

need to be addressed in order to make the ontention resolution algorithm robust, eÆ ient, and losely approximate
the expe ted fairness model. The most important of these
is the sele tion of the and parameters.
In order to approximate the ideal fairness model perfe tly, ! 1 be ause a large penalty onstant ensures that
the sum of the transmission probabilities in a distin t ontention region never ex eeds 1. This has two e e ts. First,
setting a large value auses large os illations in short-term
fairness due to large u tuations in the persisten e. Se ond,
sin e the transmission probabilities must never ex eed 1,
must be small. However, this redu es eÆ ien y under low
loads. Fundamentally, there is a trade-o between a hieving
higher eÆ ien y ( "; #) and a hieving better approximations to the ideal fairness obje tive ( #; "). In our
simulations, we set = 0:1, = 0:5, and B = 32.

While the analyti al framework guarantees stability and fairness in a probabilisti sense, a number of pra ti al issues

In this se tion, we present simulation results to ompare the
fairness hara teristi s of the Proportional Fair Contention
Resolution (PFCR) algorithm, with some existing medium
a ess proto ols that were dis ussed earlier in Se tion 2. In
parti ular, we have hosen three proto ols with di erent ontention resolution s hemes: IEEE 802.11 [4℄, MACAW [2℄
and CB-Fair [6℄, for omparison. IEEE 802.11 uses binary
exponential ba ko with ba ko reset for ea h new pa ket.
MACAW uses ontention measurement at the sender and
the re eiver with multipli ative in rease and linear de rease
as well as ba ko opy. CB-Fair [6℄ uses multipli ative inrease and multipli ative de rease for ba ko with opying,
and adjusts its persisten e based on the hara teristi s of
the se ond neighborhood of the sender. To show the ontention among various ows better, we have hosen to0 illustrate the topology using the ow- ontention graph (G ) and
the resour e ontention graph (G00 ) for ea h of the simulation s enarios. For ea h ow, we present the bandwidth obtained under di erent proto ols, and evaluate them against
the ideal proportionally fair rate allo ation for that topology. At the outset, we re ognize that proportional fairness is
the appropriate ben hmark obje tive only for PFCR. However, none of the other approa hes has a well de ned fairness
obje tive and they do not mat h any of the well known fairness obje tive fun tions su h as max-min, proportional, or
min-potential delay fairness.
FlowID
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22253
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MACAW
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CB-Fair
22550
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PFCR
22501
22525

IDEAL
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Table 1: Example 1: Total number of pa ket transmitted
Example 1 We rst look at a very simple ring topology, as
in Figure 11. All ows have the same number of ontending
ows. We present the throughput results for ea h proto ol
in Table 1 along with the ideal throughput expe ted under
a proportional fair system. We also show the relative performan e of the various proto ols with respe t to the proportionally fair throughput in Figure 12. For this s enario,
binary exponential ba ko performs worse than the other
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proto ols, although all proto ols obtain within 98% of the
desired throughput.
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has the highest degree among all ows, and hen e, it reeives more than ideal throughput, while other ows re eive
lesser throughput. However, the PFCR algorithm is able
to mat h the proportionally fair allo ation for every node,
in parti ular, the rate for ow 6 is within 6% of the ideal
throughput.
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Example 2 In the next example, we onsider two ow
liques, shown in Figures 13 and 14, with one lique having
a small number of ows and the se ond lique having a large
number of ows. The throughput and relative performan e
are shown in Figures 15 and 16 respe tively. The throughput results show us something very interesting. Flow 6 is
part of two liques, and as a result, it has to win in both the
liques to transmit. In su h ases, binary exponential ba ko and ontention measurement me hanisms ause shortterm unfairness as a result of asymmetri ontention. Flow
6 re eives a rate that is 16% less than the proportional fair
share under IEEE 802.11; it re eives 54% less than the ideal
under MACAW. The bandwidth lost by ow 6 is used by
the other ows in both the liques, whi h obtain above-theideal bandwidth. In the ase of CB-Fair, however, ow 6
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Figure 18: Contention lique graph(G") for example 3
Example 3 In this example, we illustrate the ase when
there are many ow- liques in the network and one ow is
part of all the liques, as in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows that
ow 0 belongs to all the liques while all other ows are just
part of a single lique. The results are presented in Figure 19
and Figure 20. As in the previous ase, the PFCR algorithm
does not exhibit any short-term unfairness and follows the
ideal proportional fair allo ation for all ows, in parti ular,
for ow 0 whi h belongs to all the liques. However, 802.11
gives ow 0, a rate that is 3/5 of the proportional fair share
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and MACAW gives a rate of 1/5 of the proportional fair
share. CB-Fair, on the other hand, gives ow 0 ve times
the proportionally fair throughput, sin e its degree is far
higher than any of the other ows. Compared to this, the
PFCR algorithm gives a rate that is just 3% less than the
proportional fair share.
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Example 4 Consider the ow- ontention graph shown in
Figure 21 and its orresponding ontention- lique graph in
Figure 22. Flows 0, 4, 8 and 12 belong to two liques, one of
size 4 and the other of size 2. Flow 16 is part of four liques
with two ows in ea h. All the other ows are part of a
lique of size 4. When we look at the throughput behavior
of the various proto ols, shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24
for all the proto ols, IEEE 802.11 and MACAW allo ate
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Figure 24: Example 4 - Relative throughput ompared to
Proportional Fair allo ation
bandwidth in a very unfair manner. Flows that experien e
asymmetri ontention su er, while ows that experien e
uniform levels of ontention a hieve better throughput. In
IEEE 802.11, ows 0, 4, 8 and 12 re eive only 1/2 of the
ideal proportional fair share, while ow 16 re eives 9% more
than its fair share. In MACAW, ow 16 gets 4% less than
its fair share, while ows 0, 4, 8 and 12 re eive just 70% of
their fair share. CB-Fair gives a better bandwidth allo ation
to ows 0, 4, 8, 12 while penalizing ow 16 whi h gets only
50% of the ideal bandwidth, even though they have the same
degree. This is be ause ows 0, 4, 8 and 12 are in a region
of high ontention, and in CB-Fair, higher ontention ows
win over ows experien ing lower ontention. Note that the
proportional fairness model does not penalize asymmetri
ontention ows severely, and the PFCR algorithm, whi h
is modeled to a hieve proportional fairness, losely follows
the ideal allo ation of rates for all ows. Using PFCR, ows
0, 4, 8 and 12 re eive 91% of their fair share, and ow 16
gets just 1% more than its fair share.
Of ourse, as we pointed out in the previous se tion, the
loseness to whi h PFCR approximates proportional fairness
is dependent on the and values hosen for the simulations. While it is of ourse possible to tune these parameters a ording to ea h simulation on guration to a hieve
best performan e, we hose to set them a priori and make
them non-adaptive be ause in pra ti e, nodes do not have
non-lo al state and there is no reliable way to a hieve oordination of parameter adaptation among the nodes. We
found that the results typi ally did not hange signi antly
for the range of values 2 [0:01; 0:15℄ and 2 [0:3; 0:7℄.
We thus used = 0:1 and = 0:5 onsistently for all our
simulations. In all our experiments, it turns out that PFCR
approximates the ideal proportional fairness obje tive quite
well.

7 Summary and Future Work

State-of-the-art multiple a ess proto ols for shared hannel wireless networks often la k a well-de ned notion of fairness, and provide somewhat ad ho me hanisms for a hieving fairness among ontending ows. However, as shared
hannel wireless networks move from the a ademi domain
to the ommer ial domain, these environments must support network-level quality of servi e and servi e di erentiation, whi h translates to MAC layer weighted fairness.
While there is a wealth of work on a hieving fairness in
wireline and ellular networks, these approa hes are inappropriate for shared wireless hannels be ause of the unique
lo ation-dependent nature of ontention in su h networks.
Given the spatial distribution of ontention, di erent systems may hoose to enfor e di erent fairness models depending on their requirements, goals, and deployment s enarios.
Based on these requirements, we per eived the need to
develop a general analyti al framework in whi h to reason
about fairness in shared hannel wireless networks. This
paper makes two fundamental ontributions: (a) we propose perhaps the rst general framework in whi h a large
lass of fairness obje tives (represented by on ave di erentiable utility fun tions) an be modeled, and (b) we propose the rst translation me hanism for taking a fairness
spe i ation and automati ally generating a orresponding
ontention resolution algorithm. Together, these two te hniques are very powerful be ause they allow future wireless
network designers to deploy di erent servi e di erentiation
models as well as alter fairness/servi e models on the y.
We demonstrated the te hniques in this paper by starting
with the proportional fairness model, generating the orresponding utility fun tion, and then plugging the derivative
of this fun tion into the generi hannel allo ation rate adaptation algorithm to obtain a fully de entralized purely lo al
ontention resolution algorithm. We showed via simple simulation experiments that the automati ally generated ontention resolution algorithm does in fa t approximate the
ideal fairness obje tive losely.
While this work is very promising, we are still investigating a number of issues. We will explore the fairness, sensitivity, and onvergen e properties of the ontention resolution
algorithm in the presen e of user mobility and random hannel error. Both of these are important onsiderations for the
pra ti al deployment of MAC proto ols, and we will evaluate the behavior of our solution in the presen e of mobility as
well as random loss. We are also investigating the relationship between MAC layer fairness and network-layer servi e
di erentiation in shared hannel wireless networks. There
are subtle intera tions between the two layers be ause both
are a e ted by spatial ontention, and these need to be studied more arefully in the future. Finally, we are investigating
the possibility of instantiating our fairness me hanisms as a
part of the IEEE 802.11 proto ol standard.
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